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Introduction: The surface  of  Antarctica's  Meteorite  Stranding  Zones  have  contributed  the vast  majority  of 
meteorites  (66%,  over 34,000) to  sample collections [1].  Yet  the  significant  under-representation of  iron-based 
meteorites  in  Antarctica  is  an  unresolved  mystery.  It  is  our  conjecture  that  the  explanation  for  these  missing 
meteorites lies with englacial solar warming [2], whereby shallow-enough meteorites feel increased amounts of solar 
energy  as  they  are  transported  back  up  towards  the  ice  surface:  For  meteorites  with  a  high-enough  thermal 
conductivity, the increased solar energy can be quickly conducted to the underlying ice to permit melting and offset  
the upwards transportation, thus hiding the meteorites below the surface of the ice. However the approach used in  
[2] to model solar energy absorption within ice was relatively simple, and a more accurate model is desirable so as  
to make englacial meteorite detection as precise as possible.  To help in this regard, we update the work in [2] to see  
what effect an improved model of solar obstruction has upon englacial meteorite depth. In keeping with the work of 
[3], our improved model relies upon has two solar absorption terms: one which is absorbed within the uppermost 
few centimeters of ice, and one which can penetrate several tens of centimeters. We find that the resting depth of  
englacial meteorites is now slightly shallower, typically under 20 cm. 

We also present results of the improved model when applied to a potential Greenland Meteorite Stranding Zone, 
which will typically have a warmer climate and surface ice temperature than Antarctica. We conduct this experiment  
to see if all classes of meteorite have a propensity to reside in a layer below the ice surface---which would be 
consistent with the sparsity of meteorite finds from the Greenland ice sheet [4]. Clearly if such a layer does exist, it  
would have significant implications for meteorite recovery analysis, for the hidden layers would be free of many of 
the collection biases that exist between iron-based and stoney meteorites. In the absence of much field data upon  
Greenland's potential Meteorite Stranding Zones, we discuss the limitations of our approach. 
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